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INJECTIVE ENDOMORPHISMS OF VARIETIES
AND SCHEMES
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It is shown that every injective endomorphism of a scheme
Y of finite type over a scheme X is surjective. The proof is
easily reduced to the case where X is field which in turn fol-
lows from the analogous result for algebraic varieties. This
result is proved using model theoretic methods to transfer the
corresponding and trivially true fact about finite fields.

A ίiniteness property (Corollary 1 to the theorem) of algebraic
varieties observed in [1, §14] is that every injective endomorphism of
a variety is surjective. Our purpose here is to establish a generaliza-
tion of this result.

THEOREM. Let Y be a scheme of finite type over a scheme X.

Let Y > Y be an X-morphism. If φ is injective then φ is sur-
jective.

COROLLARY 1. Let Y be an algebraic variety over an algebra-

ically closed field k. Let Y > Y be a morphism. Assume that the
induced mapping <p(k) of the k-valued points Y(k) of Y to Y(k) is
injective. Then φ(k) is surjective.

COROLLARY 2. Let R —̂ -> R be a homomorphism of a finitely
generated algebra to itself. If for each prime ideal p of μ{R) there
is at most one prime q of R such that q Π μ(R) = P then for each p
there is precisely one such q.

The proof of our main result goes through its Corollary 1 whose
proof in [1] follows certain involved considerations about finite fields
which, although they suggested the existence of such a result and
motivated its proof, are completely unnecessary. We give afresh in
§ 1 a brief proof of Corollary 1. The main new point to be establish-
ed is the special case of the theorem when X = Spec (k), k a field.
This is accomplished by ascent to the algebraic closure.

Several possible extensions of the theorem suggest themselves. Of
course there exist well-known examples of injective analytic endomor-
phisms which are not surjective, for example in [3, Chap. Ill, § 1],
an isomorphism of C2 onto an open nondense subset of C2 is defined.
In § 4 we exhibit a Dedekind domain not having the finiteness pro-
perty.
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1* Injective endomorphisms of algebraic varieties* In this sec-
tion, k denotes an algebraically closed field. Let Y be an algebraic

variety and Y > Y a morphism, both defined over k. φ defines a
mapping (also called φ) from the underlying topological space of Y
(also called Y) to itself, φ also defines a map φc from the closed
points Yc of 7 to Γ δ . In Lemma 1 of § 2 it is shown that φ is
injective (respectively: surjective) if and only if φc is injective (respec-
tively: surjective) . In the present situation Yc can be identified with
the fc-valued points Y(k) of Y over k.

Proof of Corollary 1. The complete case being trivial, the most
interesting case is when Y is affine; to simplify notation, we assume
Y affine (cf. the remark following the proof). Then there exist posi-
tive integers n, t, d and polynomials &,•••, gt,f19 • •• , /»€ k[Xly , Xn] =
k[X] such that: Y is (isomorphic to) Spec (k[X]/ζgu •,#«»;/i, •••,/„
define a fe-morphism Spec (k[X]) —> Spec (k[X]) inducing Y—^-> Y;
deggτ,degfu ^ d, τ = 1, . , t, v = 1, , n.

Let E = Entd be the following statement about an arbitrary field
K:

if G19 -• ,Gt,Fι,---,Fne K[Xlf , Xn] are such that
( a) deg Gτ, deg Fv^d for τ — 1, , t and v = 1, , n; and
( b ) if x£Kn is such that Gr(x) = 0 for r = 1, « , ί then

O^JP^X), , i^(£)) = 0 for τ = 1, . , t; and
( c) it x,yeKn are such that GT(x) = GΓ(i/) = 0 for τ = 1, , t

and F.(x) = Fv{y) for v — 1, , ̂  then x = y;
then for all ̂ eULw such that GΓ(a?) = 0 for τ = 1, •••, ί there exists
we Kn such that Gτ(w) — 0 for τ = 1, , t and such that xv = Fv(w),
v = 1, -. . , w.

It suffices to prove that i? holds when if is algebraically closed.
Briefly, i? says that for all choices of Y and of a polynomial mapping

of Kn to itself inducing Γ(if) —ί-> Y(ίί) and for all v e Γ ( ί ) there
exist w,x,ye Y{K) such that either X(w) = i; or λ(a?) = λ(?/). Prom
this we see that i£ is an elementary property, i.e., there exists an
elementary statement if = &ntd such that E holds for K if and only
if g7 is true in K. Moreover from our brief description of E it is
seen that g3 can be taken to be of universal-existential type, i.e., g7

is in the normal form VXX VXα3Xα+1 ^Xh^ where ^ is quan-
tifier free. This last fact means that if E holds for each member of
an ascending sequence of fields than E holds for the union of the
sequence. This is also easily verified directly.

E is true when K is finite since an injective mapping of a finite
set to itself is surjective. Since the algebraic closure of a finite field
is an ascending union of finite fields, E is true when K is the algebraic
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closure of a finite field. Now E being an elementary statement is
true in one algebraically closed field if and only if it is true every
algebraically closed field of the same characteristic [8, §5.8] or [7,
§ 9, p. 109]. Thus E is true in every algebraically closed field of
prime characteristic. By a corollary [7, § 6, p. I l l] to the compactness
theorem [7, Proposition 2, p. 100], E is true in every algebraically
closed field, as desired. A more algebraic version of this proof would
proceed by observing that E is true for ultraproducts of fields for
which it is true. Thus E is true for every ultraproduct of the algebraic
closures of finite fields. Since every algebraically closed field of cardi-
nality the continuum can be so obtained [7, § 0, p. 67], the result fol-
lows again by the Lefshetz Principle.

REMARK. A detailed proof for Y an abstract variety would be
similar but with more complicated notation. It would necessitate
considering a finite affine cover of Y,Y — (Jt=i Y% w ^ h F* Π Yj = F lV

affine. Then we would need to consider affine imbeddings of the Yi

and Yij and polynomials defining the imbeddings as well as the maps
including φ. Then there exists an elementary statement E = EadN

corresponding to the case where the above polynomials are all of degree
at most d in at most N variables. The proof then continues as before.

2* Injective and surjective morphisms* Let A; be a field and
let V, W be schemes of finite type over k. Let Vc denote the closed

points of V. Any Spec(&)-morphism V > W induces a mapping

LEMMA 1. ψ is injective <=> ψ€ is injective, ψ is surjective <=> ψc

is surjective.

Proof. Let closures be denoted by bars. Let ve V, we Y. Then
ψ(v) = w if and only if ψc({v}c) is dense in {w}c. The lemma is a
straightforward consequence of this characterization of ψ by ψc and
dimension theory.

We denote the function field of a variety V by K(V). If F is a
scheme and x is a point of Y then fc(x) is the residue class field of
the local ring at x.

LEMMA 2. Let V—^-*W be a Spec (k)-rnorphism of reduced and
geometrically irreducible Spec(k)-schemes. Assume ψ is dominating
and injective. Then ψ is purely inseparable.

Proof. The domination of ψ allows us to regard L = K{W) as a
subfield of N ~ K(V). The injectivity of ψ implies that N/L is a
finite algebraic extension; we must show this extension is purely in-
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separable. By passage to affine opens we can assume V and W are
affine: V = Spec B, W = Spec A. Let M be the maximum separable
extension of L contained in N. There exists θ eN such that M — L(β)»
We can find an aeA~{0} with the following properties: θeB[l/a]m

r

B[l/a] is integral over A[l/d\; A[l/a] is normal; and All/a, θ] is un-
ramified over A[l/a]. For all maximal ideals p of C = A[l/a] we have

[M: L] = Σ W ί ) : *(P)1

where the sum is over all maximal ideals q of Z) = C[θ] for which
ϊ Π C = p. Since B[l/a] contains D and is integral over C, the injec-
tivity of ψ implies there is precisely one such maximal ideal qp. To
complete the proof it suffices to find p such that [fc(qp): ιc(p)] — 1. Let
fe L[X] be the monic irreducible polynomial for θ over L. Since C is
normal, feC[X].

We assert f(C) ^ C*, i.e., that there exists ceC such that f(c)
is a nonunit of C, provided that C Φ k (if C ~ k then L = M = k and
there is nothing more to prove); i.e., provided m = dim W ^ 1. By
Noether normalization, C is a finite integral extension of k[Y] =
k[Yu •••, F m ] . Let c ^ 1 denote the norm map L—»k(Y). ^K defines-
multiplicative maps C-+k[Y],C*-+k[Y]* = k*, and C[X]-+k[Y][X].
g = <yK{f) is monic polynomial in X with coefficients in k[Y]. Hence
there exists cek[Y]^C such that g(c) ek[Y]~k*. Thus ^K(f(c)) =
^Γ(f)(c) = g(c) ek[Y]~ k[Y]*. Thus f(c)C - C* which establishes
our assertion.

Let p be any maximal ideal containing f(c). The C-homomorphism

C [X] — -̂> C defined by μ(X) — c composed with the natural sur jection

C * > κ(p) gives a Λ-homomorphism C[X] -—> tc(p) with kernel W

generated by X — c and p. Since f(c) e p, f(X) e W and so v o ^ defines

a &-homomorphism J5 = C[X]/(/) p > κ(p). The kernel of p is a maxi-

mal ideal of D above p, i.e., gp and ^ induces an inverse of the natural

inclusion fc(p) c=—> tc{qp). This completes the proof.

REMARK. The case of Lemma 2 corresponding to k algebraically
closed is well-known [5, Th. 3, p. 115]. In the general case the crucial
point is to establish the existence of a closed point of degree 1. The
existence of a closed point of degree 1 can actually be established in
greater generality. For example, if V—^->W is any nonconstant k-
morphism of algebraic varieties (defined over any field k), then there
exists closed points q of V and p of W such that ψ(q) = p and

3. Reduction to varieties* In this section we show how the
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theorem follows from the special case where X = Spec (k), k a perfect
field and where Y is variety defined over k, i.e., Y is a reduced and
geometrically irreducible scheme of finite type over k.

Let x be a point of X, Ox its local ring and /c(x) the residue class

field of Ox. Let Fx be the fibre of Y-?-* X above x;Fx can be defined
as the fibre product of π and the canonical map Spec (/c(x)) —• X. Thus
we get a universal commutative diagram

Fx

 λ-^Y

Spec (φ)) > X .

The map Xx is a bijection of the points of Fx onto the points
y e Y for which π(y) = x. The commutative diagram

φ o:c

Y > Y induces Fx '- > Fx

X Spec

and since φ is injective so is φx. Using that Y > X is of finite
type we deduce that πx is of finite type; indeed the only finiteness
condition we need about π is that πx is of finite type for all x e X.
As Y = \JXX(FX), it suffices to prove that every φx is surjective. This
shows that it suffices to prove the main theorem in the special case
where X = Spec (k), k a field.

Let V k denote the perfect closure of k. Then

XsSpetί(Λ)Spec (i/ΊΓ) > X
j

is bijective so that we can assume k perfect. If Yvcά > Y is the
canonical map of the (maximal) closed reduced subscheme of Y to Y
then j is a bijection so that we can assume Y is reduced.

We now show that we can assume that Y is irreducible over k,
and hence a fe-variety. Let Y — U*-i Yτ where the YT are /c-varieties.
We proceed by induction on d = dim Y = maxΓ dim Y.. We arrange
notation so that Yu , F, are all the components of dimension d.
Since φ is injective, 9>((j£=i Ύo) S U^i ^ . For all σe [1, s] as Fσ is
irreducible there exists p(σ) e [1, s] such that ^(Fff) £ Yp{σ) The mapp-

ing [1, s] > [1, s] is, by dimension theory (cf. § 2) and the injectivity
of φ, itself an injection, i.e., a permutation of [1, s]. Thus there exists
a positive integer β such that p{e] is the trivial permutation of [1, s].
Replacing φ by φ[e) we have that p is already trivial. Thus
(φ \ Yσ): Ya —* Yσ is injectve. Hence assuming the theorem established
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for k-varieties we have that each (φ\ Yσ) is surjective for σe[l,s]m

This implies that <p(Ur=s+i Yr) S Ur=*+i ^r and so by inductive hypo-
thesis, φiUl-s+i Yτ) = Ur=s+i FΓ. Therefore φ is surjective.

Still assuming k is perfect let Y > Spec (k) with Y a A -variety..
Let k' denote the relative algebraic closure of k in K(Y), the func-
tion field of Y. Then we have the factorization [Y—* Spec (&)] =

[ Γ — Spec (&') -> Spec (k)]. Here Γ-^-> Spec (&') gives Γ the struc-

ture of a variety defined over k' but F > Y need not be a Spec (&')-
morphism. Nevertheless φ induces a A -automorphism a of k'. Since
[&': A:] < co there exists a positive integer / such that af is trivial on
k'. Then <pr is a Spec (&')~morphism and our reduction is complete.

4* Completion of the proof* We now complete the proof of
the main theorem by proving it when Y is an algebraic variety defined
over a field k and f is a fc-morphism. Let Y' denote the normaliza-
tion of Fa?3pβc(fc)Spec (fc) where k is an algebraic closure of k. We have
a commutative diagram:

Y JUY.

Since τ is surjective with finite fibres and ψ is injective, ψ' has
finite fibres. By Zariski's Main Theorem [6, p. 414], there exists a
factorization Y' c=—> Z —°-^> Yf of ψ where σ is finite and Yf <=—> Z is
an isomorphism of Yf onto a (dense) open of Z. By Lemma 2, ψ is
purely inseparable. Hence so are ψ' and σ. As Γ' is normal, a is a
bijection. Thus ψ* is injective. By the corollary to main theorem
which we have already established in § 1, ψr is surjective. τ is also
surjective and hence so is ψ. This completes the proof.

AN EXAMPLE. The implication "one-one implies onto" seems to
be a persistent property of self-mappings of objects with "some finite-
ness" conditions. Indeed this property is for abstract sets the defini-
tion of finite. The "first" set not satisfying this is the positive integers
P with the mapping p-+p + 1. This can be made into an example
of a nice Noetherian ring R and a homomorphism R —^-* R which
gives a nonsurjective injection Spec (R) —* Spec (R). Indeed, let R =
C[ί, (t - c)-1: c e C - P ] and let φ be defined by t -> t + 1. Then as
point sets, P = Spec (R) and the mapping is as above. Since R is the
intersection of the discrete valuation rings C[t]q where q runs through
the prime ideals (t — c)C[t] for c e P, R is a Dedekind domain.
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We would like to mention some recent proofs of these results.
In conversation, G. Shimura showed how to obtain Corollary 1 by using
reduction modulo p to again reduce the result to the case where k is
the algebraic closure of a finite field. It seems that this technique
would also be able to directly establish the case of the main result
where X = Spec (k),k a field (from which the theorem is easily deduced).
A third proof was given by A. Borel [4]. His proof is cohomological
and proves Corollary 1 at least in characteristic zero. While the prime
characteristic case would be difficult to establish by this technique in
complete generality, Borel was able to extend his method to prove a
real analogue of Corollary 1. More recently S. Lichtenbaum gave a
direct proof of the theorem when X — Spec (k), k a field and Y is affine
using the Mordell-Weil Theorem. Finally we should mention that the
first and only previous result of this kind was obtained by A. Bialynicki-
Birula and M. Rosenlicht who gave a simple proof in [2] of the special
case of Corollary 1 when Y is affine space A*.

We would like to thank S. Lichtenbaum for his helpful discussion
of several points.
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